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0279-Gajamegedara, B.
MAIN Si C

0280-Gallage, Sirisena
MAIN Si R Basement Area

0281-Gamage, S.I.
MAIN Si S 342 580053;580054;580055

0282-Gamage, S.I.
MAIN Si S 320.9548 580050;580051;580052 580050-C

0283-Gomez, Mario, ed
MAIN En C 378.06 617954

0284-Gonnesekeere, R.K.W.
MAIN En R 323.4 589093 H.A.I.Goonetileke Collection

0285-Gonnesekeere, Savitri
MAIN En R H.A.I.Goonetileke Collection
0286-Goonesekere, R.K.W.
MAIN En C 330

0287-Goonesekere, R.K.W.
MAIN En LD 203907
Legal Deposit Collection

0288-Goonesekere, R.K.W.
MAIN En 323.3 440485;440486

0289-Goonesekere, R.K.W.
MAIN En C 323.4 594096

0290-Goonesekere, Savitri
The constitution and the Attorney General. Moratuwa, Sarvodaya Legal Aid Services, 1994. 24 p. (Human rights lecture series no.4)
MAIN En C 323.4 467058;467059
467058-C;467059-R

0291-Goonesekere, Savitri
MAIN En

0292-Gunaratne, Jayantha de Almeida
MAIN En C 342 486839;486840
486839-C

0293-Gunasekara, S.L.
MAIN En C 342 627208

0294-Gunasekara, S.L.
MAIN En C 320320.9548 543242;543243
543242-C;
0295-Gunasekera, Vernon Malik
MAIN En C 342 596646,596647

0296-Gunawardana, Prajapala Sri
MAIN Si LD 170035
Legal Depositi Collection

0297-Guneratne, Jayantha de Almeida
MAIN En C

0298-Hossain, Kamal
MAIN En

0299-Hyndman, Patricia
MAIN En C

0300-Ilangasinghe, Mangala
MAIN Si

0301-Inlow, E.Burke
MAIN En R
In a CR-ngo/jstor7

0302-Iqbal, M.C.M.
MAIN En

0303-Jacob, Lucy M.
MAIN En C
0304-Jayakumar, T.
MAIN  Si  S  342  592041;592042;592043;592044
592041-C

0305-Jayasinghe, Nanda
MAIN  En  C

0306-Jayasinghe, Nanda
MAIN  En  C 378

0307-Jayasuriya, D.C.
MAIN  En  C 342.548 350151

0308-Jayasuriya, D.C.
MAIN  En  C 342 15395
Dumabara Ceylon Collection

0309-Jayawardana, W.
MAIN  Si  C 342.9548 581929

0310-Jayawardena, Ranjith Ranbandara
MAIN  Si  328.9548 445942;445943;445944;445945;445946

0311-Jayawardene, J.R.
MAIN  Si  C 342.548 329614
0312-Jayewardene, Adrian St.V.  
MAIN En C

0313-Jeffries, Charles  
MAIN En C 342 171312

0314-Jennings, Ivor  
MAIN En C 342 111205

0315-Jennings, Ivor  
MAIN En R  
Hettiarachchi Collection (R421)

0316-Jennings, Ivor  
MAIN En C 342.548 50103

0317-Jennings, Ivor  
MAIN En C

0318-Jennings, Ivor  
MAIN En C 342 140017;140018

0319-Jennings, Ivor  
MAIN En C

0320-Jennings, Ivor  
MAIN En C

0321-Jennings, Ivor  
MAIN EnSi R 328.9548 601940;601941  
H.A.I.Goonetileke Collection
0322-Jennings, W.Ivor
MAIN En R
Bound periodical collection

0323-Jeyaraj, D.B.S.
MAIN En

0324-Jupp, James
MAIN En R
In a CD-sethu/jstor11

0325-Jupp, James
MAIN En R
In a CD-ngo/jstor125

0326-Kaleel, M.C.M.
The role of the Sri Lanka Muslims in the constitutional changes during the colonial era and in struggle for independence.  In: Muslim Development Fund Sri Lanka.  by/ pp.no pagings.
MAIN En C 297

0327-Kulatunga, K.M.M.B.
MAIN En C 340 505639
505639-C

0328-Kulatunga, K.M.M.B. ; Herath, Madduma Bandara, tr
Rajaye arndu krama vivasta sanshodana yojanawaliya sambanda naitika vishleshanayak- Sri Lankave pavatina aragalaya sandaha vikalpa visadumak. [A legal analysis of the Government proposals for constitutional reforms: an alternative solution to the current disorder in Sri Lan]
Nugegoda, the Author, 1998.  32 p.
MAIN En C 350 D 508800

0329-Kuruppu, D.J.B.
Education reform- a constitutional issue.  , 2 p.  (Leaflet no.5)
MAIN En C 370
Leaflets bound together (with On educaion reform by D.J.B.Kuruppu (Acc.no.112988)
0330-Livingston, George
MAIN En C 342 79967

0331-Liyanage, Kamala
Right to participate in the constitution making lessons for Sri Lanka.
MAIN En C

0332-Liyanage, Sumanasiri, ed ; Sinnathamby, M., ed
Colombo, South Asia Peace Institute, 200 p.
MAIN En C 342.9548 608773;608774 608774-R

0333-Loganathan, Ketheeswaran
MAIN Si C 320.9548

0334-Loganathan, Ketheeswaran
MAIN En C 321.82

0335-Marambe, W.M.J.
MAIN Si C

0336-Marasinghe, H.Lakshman
MAIN Si C

0337-Marasinghe, H.Lakshman
MAIN En C
0338-Marasinghe, L.
MAIN En C

0339-Marasinghe, Lakshman
MAIN En

0340-Marasinghe, Lakshman
MAIN En C 323.1

0341-Marasinghe, Lakshman
MAIN En C

0342-Marasinghe, Lakshman
MAIN En C 321.7 609400;609401 609401-L

0343-Marasinghe, Lakshman
MAIN En C

0344-Marasinghe, Lakshman
MAIN En 602285

0345-Marasinghe, Lakshman
MAIN En C

0346-Marasinghe, M.L.
MAIN En R
In CD-Kia/marasinghe
0347-Mendis, D.L.
1978 nava janarajaye vivastava ha nitiya. [1978 Constitution & the law]
MAIN  Si  LD  163375
Legal Deposit Collection

0348-Mendis, Yamuna Niranjani
Adikaranaye swadinatwaya. [Independence of justice: an analysis based
1978 constitution of Sri Lanka] In: Takshilavaka abhimanaya. by/
MAIN  Si  C

0349-Mudaliyar, Padikara
The Government of the island of Ceylon and the case for the reform of its
constitution. Guildford, Billing & Sons Ltd., 143 p.
MAIN  En  C  14252
Dumbara Ceylon Collection/(combined with Weerawardhana, I.D.S.-Government &
politics)

0350-Nadesan, S.
Some comments on the Constituent Assembly and the draft basic resolutions.
Colombo, Nadaraja Ltd., 1971.
MAIN  En  C  342 276199

0351-Namasivayam, S.
Lankave vyavasthadayaka sabha. [Legislatures of Ceylon] Colombo,
Educational Publications Dept., 1970.
MAIN  Si  C  342 269259

0352-Namasivayam, S.
MAIN  En  C  342 99325;99326;99327;99328

0353-Nanayakkara, Rukshana
17th amendment to the constitution of Sri Lanka. In: Sri Lanka: state of
MAIN  En  C

0354-Natesan, S.
MAIN  En  C  342.548 293872

0355-Navaratna Bandara, A.M.
From ethnic dominance to power sharing: fifty years of constitution making
and ethnic accommodation in Sri Lanka. In: Proceedings of
Multi-Disciplinary International Conference on the Occasion of 50th
Anniversary of Independence of Sri Lanka, Feb.23-25,1998- Section E. by/
Peradeniya, University. 1998. 21 p.
MAIN  En  C  301
Multi-Disciplinary International Conference- Section E
0356-Navaratne, V.T.

0357-Nell, Louis
Courts of requests: practical treatise on their constitution and mode of procedure, included a selection of circulars, correspondence & forms, decisions of the Supreme Court on reviews & appeals from 1845 to 1855. Colombo, Government Printer, 1858.

0358-Nesiah, Vasuki

0359-Noorani, A.G.

0360-Padmanabha, A.

0361-Panditaratne, Dinusha, ed.; Ratnam, Pradeep, ed.

0362-Panditaratne, Dinusha, ed.; Ratnam, Pradeep, ed.

0363-Pathiraja, Ariyawanse

0364-Peiris, G.L.
0365-Peiris, G.L.
MAIN En C 323.1

0366-Peiris, G.L.
MAIN En C 342 508967

0367-Peiris, G.L. ; Ariyaratne, R.A. ; Jayawardana, Amal ; Cooray, M.G.A.
MAIN En C 342

0368-Peiris, G.L. ; Bandaranayke, Shirani ; Hettige, S.T. ; Leitan, G.R.T.
MAIN En C 342

0369-Peiris, G.L. ; Bandaranayke, Shirani ; Selvakkumaran, N. ; Edrisinha, Rohan
MAIN En C 342

0370-Perera, B.C.
MAIN Si R Basement Area

0371-Perera, B.C.
MAIN Si LD 100355 Legal Deposit Collection

0372-Perera, K.V.
MAIN Si 506272;506273;506274;506275;506276
0373-Perera, L.K.N.
MAIN Si R
Basement Area

0374-Perera, N.M.
MAIN En C 342  333217;333218

0375-Perera, N.M.
MAIN Si S 342.9548  562864;562865;562866;562867;562868;562869;562870;562871;562872;562873;562874;562875;562876;562877;562878;562879;562880;562881;562882;562883;562864-C

0376-Perera, N.M.
MAIN Si S 342.548  577902;577903;577904

0377-Perera, N.M.
MAIN Si S 342.9548  546900;546901;546902;546903;546904 546900 - C546901-R546904 - SR

0378-Perera, U.C.P.
MAIN En  588339

0379-Perera, Vijaya Niranjan
MAIN En CL 342.9548  538479;538525;538526 538479-C;538525538526-L

0380-Premaratne, A.M.S.
MAIN Si 342  519184;519185;519186;519187;519188
0381-Rajapakse, D.B.
Lanka andu kramaya saha deshapalana. [Constitution & politics of Ceylon]
MAIN   Si  LD  106347
Legal Deposit Collection

0382-Rajapakse, P.
MAIN   Si  C

0383-Rajapakse, Ruana
MAIN   En  C  342

0384-Rajapakse, Ruana
MAIN   En  C  342  627199

0385-Rajapakse, Ruana
MAIN   En  C  342

0386-Rajapakse, Sumanaweera
MAIN   Si  S  342  587849;587850;587851;587852;587853;587854;587855;587856;587857;587858 587849-C;587850,51-R

0387-Rajasingham-Senanayake, Darini
MAIN   En  C

0388-Ralapanawe, Mahinda, comp
MAIN   En  342  442971;442972;442973
47

0389-Ralapanawe, Mahinda, comp
MAIN En C 342 444684

0390-Ramanathan, Ponnambalam
Memorandum of the recommendations of the donoughmore commissioners appointed to report upon the reform of the existing constitution of the Govt.of Ceylon (1924-1930). London, Vahar & Sons, 1930.
MAIN En C 342 13791

0391-Ranaweera, Nanda
MAIN Si LD 109985
Legal Deposit Collection

0392-Ranaweera, Nanda
MAIN Si S 320.9548 474236;474237;474238;474239;474240 474236-C

0393-Ratnapala, Nandasena
MAIN Si 554996

0394-Ratnayake, Karuna
MAIN Si 320.9548 596612;596613 596612-C

0395-Ratnayake, Karuna
MAIN Si 342.9548 606192;606193;606194;606195;606196

0396-Rees, Fredrick
MAIN En

0397-Russel, Martin
Defects of the Soulsbury SEnete. Colombo, C.A.C. Press, MAIN En C 342 102221
0398-Russell, J.
The Ceylon Tamils under the Donoughmore constitution (1931-1947).
University of Sri Lanka, 1976. Ph.D.
MAIN En R 954.8 321435

0399-Russell, Jane
Communal politics under the Donoughmore constitution 1931-1947.
MAIN En C 954.8 363541

0400-Samaranayake, Gamini
Ethnic conflict in Sri Lanka: reconstituting the polity through constitutional reform.
MAIN En C 323.1

0401-Samaratunga, P.A.Herath
Lankandu krama vivasta venas kala yutumada? [Constitution of Sri Lanka]
MAIN Si R Basement area

0402-Samarawickrema, E.J.
MAIN En C 342.548 271914
Leslie de Saram Collection

0403-Satchithanandan, P.
MAIN En C

0404-Selvakkumaran, N.
Constitution-making in a plural society: conflict prevention/resolution.
MAIN En C

0405-Selvakkumaran, N.
The legislative power and the provincial councils under the Sri Lankan constitution.
MAIN En C
0406-Selvakkumaran, N.
The seventeenth amendment to the constitution- an attempt towards good
governance. In: In pursuit of justice Corde et Amino with heart and soul :
a collection of legal essays in memory of K.C. Kamalasabayson. by/
Marsoof, Saleem, ed and Wigneswaran, Nirmalan, ed Colombo, Kamalasabayson
MAIN En C
Transfered from Legal Collection (LD359663)

0407-Selvakkumaran, N.
A tale of three constitutions and language rights of minorities.
MAIN En

0408-Senanayake, Maitripala
S.W.R.D.Bandaranaike the progenitor of the peoples' constitution. In:
Maitripala Senanayake felicitation volume. by/ Maitripala Senanayake
Felicitation Committee pp.82-88.
MAIN Si C 920

0409-Senaratne, Dharmapala
Random reflections on constitutional and parliamentary matters.
Colombo, the Author, 30 p.
MAIN En C 328 19426;19427
Dumbara Ceylon Collection

0410-Senaratne, Mervyn
Donoughmore komaraswaru vidayaka karaka sabha kramaya Lankavata yojana
kale manda? [Introduction of executive select committees under
MAIN Si R
Basement area

0411-Senaratne, Mervyn
Lanka vivastava sanshodanaya kala yuththe kese da? [Revision of the
MAIN Si R
Basement Area

0412-Seyed Ahamed, M.I., ed
Andukrama viyavastava 2000 : parlimentu vivada. [Constitution 2000 :
parliamentary debates] Colombo, Ministry of Justice, Constitutional
MAIN Si C 342 539203
539203-C;

0413-Shastri, Amita
Constitution-making as a political resource: crisis of legitimacy in Sri
Lanka. In: Legitimacy and conflict in South Asia. by/ Mitra, S.K., ed
MAIN En C
Sri Lanka Offprints Vol.72
0414-Silva Wijayasinghe, N.D.A.
The Government of the Island of Ceylon and the case for the reform of its
MAIN En C 342.548 31631

0415-Silva Wijayasinghe, N.D.A.
A report on Ceylon affairs complied for the Members of the British
MAIN En C 342 38749

0416-Silva, Asoka
Protection against retroactive penal laws and penalties as guaranteed by
the constitutions of South Asian States and the European convention on
human rights. Vistas : Journal of Humanities, Social Sciences and
MAIN En C

0417-Siripala, Norman
Sri Lanka jayava Vivastava saha anudu kramaya. [Constitution & government
MAIN Si LD 148274
Legal Deposit Collection

0418-Siriwardana, Susil
A note on the impact of British constitutional policy on ethnic
consciousness in Sri Lanka. In: Ethnicity and Social Change in Sri
MAIN En C 323.1 374206

0419-Siriwardena, Susil
Lankave ethnic vignanaya kerehi Britanya vivastadayaka pratipattiya palapa
akaraya pilbandava keti satahanak. [A note on the impact of British
constitutional policy on ethnic consciousness in Sri Lanka] In: Lankave
jatikatva gataluwa saha samaja viparyasaya. by/ Colombo, Social
MAIN Si C

0420-Sivarajah, Ambalavanar
MAIN Ta 560407

0421-Sivarajah, Ambalavanar
Ethnicity and constitutional reform in Sri Lanka: a consociational
approach. In: Ethnicity and constitutional reform in South Asia. by/
pp.138-145.
MAIN En C 323.1
0422-Somasundram, M., ed  
458 p.  
MAIN En C 342 539204

0423-Sumanapala, J.K.  
MAIN Si R  
Basement Area

0424-Suriyaarachchi, Nandasena  
MAIN Si C 342 337038

0425-Suriyapperuma, J.R.P.  
MAIN Si C

0426-Tambah, H.W.  
MAIN En R  
H.A.I.Goonetileke Collection

0427-Tammita, R.B.  
MAIN En C 342 35967

0428-Thamininulla, M.B.  
MAIN Si C 342 603178

0429-Tiruchelvam, Neelan  
Constitutionalism and diversity. In: Milestones to independence: a publication of the Peoples' Bank to commemorate the golden jubilee of national independence. by/ Peoples' Bank 1999. pp.53-77.  
MAIN En C

0430-Tiruchelvam, Neelan  
MAIN En C
0431-Tiruchelvam, Neelan
Constitutionalism and diversity. LST Review (Law & Society Trust),
MAIN En C

0432-Tiruchelvam, Neelan
The making and unmaking of constitutions- some reflections on the process.
MAIN En

0433-Uyangoda, Jayadeva
Impeachment and the constitutional crisis. Pravada, Vol.1,no.1, pp.6-9,
MAIN En C

0434-Uyangoda, Jayadeva
Sri Lanka's political culture: its contemporary constitution and a few
MAIN En C

0435-Weeraratne, Daya
Lankave andukrama vivasta sanwardanayata pituwahalwu artika pasubima
1833-1886. [Economic background to the development of constitution in
Sri Lanka] Sastriya Chintha, Vol.1,no.2, pp.11-21,
MAIN Si R
Basement area

0436-Weerasuriya, W.S.
Public corporations in Ceylon, their constitution,powers and legal
MAIN En

0437-Weerawardana, I.D.S.; Weerawardana, Marguerite I.
MAIN En C 342 107156;107157

0438-Weerawardhana, I.D.S.
Donoughmore andu kramaya yatathe pawathi vidayaka karaka sabha kramaya.
[Executive select committees under the Donoughmore constitution] Samajaya
MAIN Si R
Basement Area

0439-Welikala, Asanga
The constitutional and legal framework of the franchise in Sri Lanka : some
by/ Edrisinha, Rohan, ed and Welikala, Asanga, ed Colombo, Centre for Policy
MAIN En C 324
Transferred from Legal Deposit Collection
0440- Welikala, Asanga
MAIN En LD 350 359542
Transfered from Legal Deposit Collection

0441- Wickramaratne, Jayampathy
MAIN En

0442- Wickramasinghe, Nira
MAIN En C 320.9548

0443- Wickramasinghe, Wimal
MAIN En C Transfered from the Legal deposit Collection (357920)

0444- Wijayainghe, N.D.A.Silva
MAIN En C 342.9548
Hettiarachchi Collection (W126)

0445- Wijesinha, Rajiva
MAIN En C 320.9548

0446- Wijesinha, Rajiva
MAIN En C 320.9548

0447- Wijesiri, M.K.
MAIN Si C
0448-Wilson, A.J.
MAIN En C 342.548 142122,142123

0449-Wilson, A.J.
MAIN En C 320.9548

0450-Wilson, A.J.
MAIN En R H.A.I.Goonetieleke Collection

0451-Wilson, A.J.
MAIN En R H.A.I.Goonetieleke Collection

0452-Wilson, A.J.
MAIN En C 954.8

0453-Wilson, A.J.
MAIN En C

0454-Wilson, A.J.
MAIN En C 342.548 342379

0455-Wilson, A.J.
MAIN Si LD 115295 Legal Deposit Collection

0456-Wilson, A.J.
MAIN En
0457-Wilson, A.J.
MAIN En R
H.A.I.Goonetileke Collection

0458-Wilson, A.J.
MAIN En C

0459-Wilson, A.J.
MAIN En C

0460-Wiswa Warnapala, W.A.
MAIN En

0461-Wiswa Warnapala, W.A.
MAIN En

0462-Wiswa Warnapala, W.A.
MAIN En R
H.A.I.Goonetileke Collection

0463-Wiswa Warnapala, W.A.
MAIN En

0464-Wiswa Warnapala, W.A.
MAIN En

0465-Wiswa Warnapala, W.A.
MAIN En
0466-Wiswa Warnapala, W.A.
Sri Lanka's new constitution (in recent developments in Sri Lanka).
MAIN En R

0467-Wiswa Warnapala, W.A.
MAIN En C 341

0468-Wynne-Jones, T.N.
ENG En C

0469-Yakandawala, V.K.
MAIN Si C

0470-Yapa, Upawansa
MAIN En

0471-Zafrullah, Hareed Mohamed
MAIN En C 342.548 351682